This paper presents a rationale for taking a developmental perspective towards evaluation of early childhood programs and contrasts two models of development (organismic and mechanistic) with regard to evaluation and developmental issues. Examination of theoretical differences between the organismic model (which assumes an active organism) and mechanistic model (which assumes a reactive organism) suggests that a developmental perspective: (1) implies that behavioral observations must be analyzed with respect to their meaning in context; (2) raises the question of the meaningfulness of educational testing situations; (3) is important in the conceptualization of development in early childhood programs; and (4) leads to a shift away from a preoccupation with criterion performance to a concern with the processes underlying performance. A developmental perspective also emphasizes: changes in cognitive structures rather than behavioral change per se; discontinuity rather than continuity of change; reciprocal causality between organism and environment rather than unidirectional causality of environment on organism; and organized complexity rather than linear causality in change. The implications of these model features for assessing program effectiveness are discussed. The rationale presented for working toward a developmental perspective in evaluation highlights the involvement of participants in understanding program development, adult (staff and parent) development, and child development. (JMB)
The widespread evaluation of social action and educational programs is barely a decade old (Ross & Cronbach, 1976). Much of this evaluation activity has centered on programs serving low-income and minority group children and their families. The mandate for the evaluation of these early childhood programs took the fields of developmental psychology and early childhood education by surprise. Few individuals existed in either field in the mid-'60s who were knowledgeable and trained in evaluation, which itself lacked a theory unique to its special problems (Guba, 1969). In this vacuum, evaluation became associated with the measurement of child outcomes which could be reliably assessed. One result was that certain valuative, epistemological, and conceptual assumptions related to research with young, developing children were overlooked.

For a number of reasons, the evaluation of programs serving young children and their families continues to be an important social and scientific issue. The most important reason for continued controversy is the diversity of strongly held beliefs regarding the effectiveness of these programs among diverse constituencies (Katz, 1975; Zigler, Note 10). This paper acknowledges the inherently political nature of evaluation activities (Datta, 1976; House, 1973), but focuses as a task on a develop-
The major points of this paper can be summarized:

1. The evaluator's model of development, whether explicit or implicit, is reflected in his design and doing of evaluation. Models of development influence decisions about what are considered meaningful problems or questions to pose in an evaluation, what methods of data collection and analysis will be used, how the data will be interpreted, and what implications for policy are drawn. Progress in evaluating early childhood programs should not be only associated with increasingly sophisticated research designs and advanced statistical techniques. Fundamental questions about the nature of human development as well as the purposes of evaluation are also involved.

2. The evaluation of early childhood programs, like most evaluation studies, is dominated by psychometric, experimental, and behavioristic models (Eisner, 1977; Guba, 1969; House, 1976; Levine, 1974; Patton, Note 4). Program outcomes have been limited to standardized measures which can be reliably assessed, e.g., IQ and achievement, with less attention to the meaningfulness of what is being measured (Messick, 1975). Within the dominant evaluation model, change is defined quantitatively as the acquisition of more pieces of information, knowledge, and experiences without attention to the structures underlying observed changes. A child's behavior or performance is assessed to determine his position in relation to single standards, e.g., intelligence tests (Riegel, 1972).

3. Evaluation lacks a perspective which is grounded in the nature of developmental change and in which means-ends relations and their transformations are central. I will argue that there is an incongruency
Within a developmental perspective, change is considered to be qualitative as well as quantitative: "New properties emerge, irreducible to lower levels and, therefore, qualitatively different from them" (Overton & Reese, 1973, p. 70). There are multiple influences on development which result from a complex transaction between internal and external forces. The nature of developmental change is considered to be dynamic and differentiated with multiple outcomes as well as multiple pathways to similar behavior. A developmental perspective encourages multigenerational and multicultural standards (Riegel, 1972).

4. The evaluation of early childhood programs would benefit from a developmental perspective to guide its activities. The purposes of evaluation will then be changed to focus on program, adult, and child development. This paper represents some steps toward a developmental perspective to evaluation and is far from being complete. The developmental perspective must be considered, because of the importance of evolving evaluation strategies that are uniquely suited to early childhood programs, and that also share in emergent models in the general field of evaluation itself (Hamilton, et al., 1977; Willis, 1978).

Models of Development

Katz (1975), in her discussion of early childhood programs and ideological disputes, observed that in the formal research and evaluation literature the exchange of divergent views concerning what young children need and how these needs should be satisfied are typically couched in the language of theory, methodology, and evaluation. She argued that the conflicts are not theoretical ones, but ideological ones related to strongly held conceptions of childhood, development, and the good life.
in child development have pointed out that a major problem in the evaluation of early childhood programs is the failure to relate evaluation strategies to multiple views of learning and development (Almy, 1975; Kamii & Elliott, 1971; Kohlberg & Mayer, 1972; Murphy, 1973; Sigel, 1972).2

For the purposes of this paper, it is argued that the evaluator's idea or model of development with its related values is reflected in his design and doing of evaluations. Models create lenses from which certain phenomena are seen and others excluded (Petrie, 1972). They determine what are considered meaningful questions for an evaluation, what methods of data collection and analysis will be used, how the data will be interpreted, and what implications for policy are drawn. Evaluators are socialized to certain values and models of development as part of their training and to a shared sense of what is acceptable to their colleagues or reference groups. Evaluation involves evaluators-as-persons involved in networks of scholarly, social, and political relationships which, in turn, affect their evaluation designs (Sjoberg, 1975).

The evaluations of Sesame Street illustrate the fact that two groups of investigators with different value perspectives asked different questions and derived different conclusions. Ball and Bogatz (1970) accepted and used the curriculum goals of the program and found that Sesame Street met the goal of stimulating the growth of children who watched the show more than comparable groups that did not. Cook and his associates (1975) interpreted the goal of Sesame Street to be a decrease the gap between low- and middle-income children in terms of learning, and concluded that the program was not successful in narrowing the gap between the two groups.
In agreement with Kuhn's (1962) notion of science as ideology, a model cannot be judged true or false, but only more or less useful as a model from which to view reality: "... since no paradigm ever solves all the problems it defines and since no two paradigms leave all the same problems unsolved, paradigm debates always involve the question: Which problem is it more significant to have solved? Like the issue of competing standards, that question of values can be answered only in terms of criteria that lie outside of normal science altogether, and it is that recourse to external criteria that most obviously makes paradigm debates revolutionary" (Kuhn, 1962, pp. 108-109).

The argument for a developmental perspective to the evaluation of early childhood programs is based in the belief that the most significant problem for evaluation of programs for young children is how programs affect their and other participants' (parents and staff) full development as human beings. Central to this argument is a consideration of alternative models of conceptualizing development and developmental change. In order to organize the following argument for a developmental perspective to the evaluation of early childhood programs, two models of development and their corollary assumptions as described by Reese and Overton (1970; Overton & Reese, 1973; see also Looft, 1973) will be utilized as a foundation.

Reese and Overton (1970) identified two models of development in psychology: the organismic (active organism) and mechanistic (reactive organism) world views. Their position, shared by this author, is that these models reflect different ways of looking at phenomena and are incompatible in their implications (see above, Kuhn, 1962). This position does not mean that the use of one model precludes the other. At different
stages in an evaluation, one of the models may be more useful in answering the questions posed. However, the integration of the two into a common model is not possible. Both models of development have evolved over time, and often are not represented in their "pure" forms. These refinements will be noted in the course of the discussion.

The mechanistic model. This model is based on the metaphor of the machine. Component parts and their relationships form the reality to which complex behavior can be reduced and expressed in quantitative and functional relationships often called laws. The meanings of behavior remain constant over time. Prediction is possible and important since the knowledge of the machine at one point in time allows for inferences about the state of the machine at another point in time, given knowledge of past and potential efficient or material causes.

Development is defined in terms of observable behavior, and theories of development are extensions of learning theories. The epistemological position is that of naive realism, in which the knower plays no role in the known and is assumed to apprehend the world in a standard way. Thus, development can be assessed by how individuals measure up to single standards. Change occurs over time, and does not result from changes in the structures of the organism.

The organismic model. This model is based on the metaphor of person as actively influencing and shaping experience. The epistemological position is that of constructivism (Magoon, 1977). The knower, in this case the child, actively constructs reality (Harre, 1974; Kamii, 1975). What is known is the product of the interaction between the active organism and the environment. Knowledge is gained only as the knower constructs the world.
Development is defined as change in the organization of a structure which cannot be directly observed and must be inferred from behavior. The relationship between structure or processes and functions or purposes is central. The organismic model assumes qualitative change in that the meaning of behaviors change through the course of ontogenesis. Since change is the result of formal causes rather than efficient causes (although efficient causes may inhibit or facilitate change), the possibility of a strictly predictive and quantifiable world is precluded.

The organismic model of development has rarely been represented in evaluations of early childhood programs, but is pervasive in Piagetian preschool curricula (Kamii, 1973; 1975). In the sense that this model is closely related to what have been called qualitative (Hamilton, et al., 1977; Willis, 1978) and constructivist approaches to educational research and evaluation (Magoon, 1977), these approaches are not well represented in evaluation in general. Educational evaluation is dominated by a model which focuses on products (behavior and achievement) over processes, and on quantitative change rather than qualitative change (Eisner, 1977; Leviné, 1974; Partlett & Hamilton, 1976; Patton, Note 4).

Corollary Model Issues

Reese and Overton (1970; Overton & Reese, 1973) identify corollary model issues which affect the analysis and understanding of development. These issues are considered to be model-like or pre-theoretical and not open to empirical test. These issues will be described with their implications for the evaluation of early childhood programs.

Elementarism versus holism. The mechanistic model holds that the whole is predictable from its parts, that physically identical elements have the same "meaning." In contrast, the organismic model considers
the person as an organized totality in which the parts derive meaning from the whole. Reese and Overton (1970) state: "Rather than assessing behavior in terms of material identity, this (holistic) assumption directs assessment in terms of the function of the behavior in the whole or context in which it is embedded, that is, according to the function or ends, or goals of the organism or part processes which are being investigated" (p. 137).

This statement has several implications for the evaluation of early childhood programs, particularly in the measurement realm. The idea that behaviors that are physically identical do not have the same meaning places the organismic model squarely in the qualitative-phenomenological (Merleau-Ponty, 1962), and ethnographic tradition (Wilson, 1977). The phenomenological tradition asserts that human behavior cannot be understood without understanding the subject's interpretation of the situation, a position consistent with Piagetians (Kamii, 1975). Furthermore, there are multiple interpretations of any given situation depending upon the participants and their perspectives, and the past and current social context of the observed behavior. The phenomenological tradition also intersects with the psychodynamic one since both are concerned with latent and underlying meanings in participants' experiences. (For a psychodynamic perspective on curriculum evaluation, see Tyler, 1978).

The use of observational systems in evaluations to obtain information on classroom processes and behavior is typically concerned with behavior as "facts" rather than with the meaning of the observations in relation to the child, teacher, and the social milieu of the classroom. The need to examine further how children interpret and construct their experiences in early education classrooms is highlighted by Karlson's (cited in
Shapiro, 1973) observations that within a Montessori preschool, each child created his own curriculum. Shapiro (1973) also observed that children do not have the same experiences in the same physical setting such as the classroom. Thus observational data on the "implementation" of a certain curriculum does not mean that all individuals within the setting had the same experiences of that curriculum. The mechanistic model's assumption that physically identical elements have similar meaning is thus challenged. Assessment of classroom environments and curricula must be redirected in terms of how different individuals interpret classroom environments and curricula (Tyler, 1978; Mehan, et al., Note 3; Takanishi & Spitzer, Note 8). Similarly, observations of teacher and child behavior must be collected and analyzed in terms of their meaning for the participants (Magoon, 1977; Wilson, 1977).3

Moving from observations of classroom environments and behavior, the holistic-elementaristic distinction also has important implications for assessing child outcome variables in evaluations. Messick (1975), in reviewing the status of constructs, meanings, and values in educational research and evaluation, points out that educational measurement has been concerned mainly with predictive and content validity, and has neglected an important form of validity, namely construct validity. He emphasizes that "the meaning of the measure must be also pondered in order to evaluate responsibly the possible consequences of its proposed use" (p. 956).

Since intelligence, achievement, and other standardized tests have been heavily used in assessing child outcomes in evaluations, the focus of the discussion will be on these tests as meaningful measures. The controversies surrounding intelligence testing are well-known, focusing
on genetic and environmental factors (Jensen, 1969). Attention has also centered on the testing situation as a special setting constraining the child's behavior (Cazden, 1970; Shapiro, 1973; Sigel, 1973). Others have challenged the predictive validity of intelligence and achievement tests with reference to success within and outside the educational system (Kohlberg & Mayer, 1973; McClelland, 1973; Sigel, 1972). These arguments and positions are relatively well-known and will not be elaborated further.

However, critiques of the testing situation have moved to another level, namely, inquiry into the meaning of standardized assessment situations to children (Cicourel, et al., 1974; Mehan, 1978; Murphy, 1973; Tyler, 1978). Cicourel and his associates conducted a number of studies related to the social context of intelligence testing and children's interpretative competence in the testing situation. These workers found that answers judged to be "wrong" may result because the child does not share the test constructors' constructions of correctness (for a similar argument, see Messick, 1975). Validation of Cicourel, et al. (1974) findings can be found in studies conducted in the Piagetian tradition (Kamji, 1973; 1975). The standardized testing situation is based on the assumption all children will approach the items in the same way. However, studies on the meaning of standardized test items indicate that a child's "incorrect" answer may result from a different interpretation of the testing materials (Mehan, 1978). Students with incorrect answers were often found to be performing the very cognitive operation being tested by the questions. The assumption that low scores necessarily reflect lack of ability in the child, particularly when the child is a member of a minority group: "It is necessary to examine the structure
of the child's accounting practices and reasoning processes in order to draw valid inferences about his competence" (Cicourel, et al., 1974, p. 5).

Another significant challenge to the assumptions of standardized testing comes from Mehan's (1978) careful studies of videotaped testing situations which show that testing results are jointly produced through the child and tester's interactions. Particularly in individually administered tests, testers emphasize certain words, praise correct answers, or cut off the child's questions. The child may ask questions of the tester which require him to respond when guidelines for administration caution against engaging in interaction with the child. Test results are thus socially negotiated in the interactions between child and tester.

To summarize, the implications of the elementarism-holism distinction can be found in the issue of the meaningfulness of behavioral observations and of educational testing situations. The distinction implies that observations cannot be dealt with solely at the level of facts, but must be analyzed with respect to their meaning-in-context. Observations of classroom life must be analyzed in terms of their meaning for the participants (Magoon, 1977). Educational testing situations must be seen as constructions of the test makers which incorporate their use of language and values, and these constructions may not be shared by those being assessed (Almy, 1975; Mehan, 1978; Messick, 1975). Thus, the validity of the testing situations and information obtained therein are challenged.

The elementarism-holism distinction is also important in relation to conceptualizations of development in early childhood programs. Within the last 15 years, there has been a diversification of the curriculum
with concomitant expansion of conceptions of children's development. A
conception of the "child-as-a-whole," however, has the longest tradition.
Almy (1975) describes this concept as both emphasizing the uniqueness of
the individual child, and the organized whole of physical, mental, and
social development. The concept necessitates the consideration of the
impact of programs on all aspects of the child's development.

These ideas can be found in arguments for "comprehensive," multi-
dimensional assessment in evaluation (Frank, 1968). A major obstacle to
multidimensional assessment, however, is the lack of reliable and valid
instruments in the social and emotional domains in particular. Likewise,
the focus of instrument development has tended to be more developed in
assessing what has been learned rather than how a person learns. As
Zimiles (1977) has argued, a nomothetic, standardized approach to person-
ality assessment required by large-scale evaluations that attempt compre-
hensiveness is currently not feasible, and he suggests an idiographic
approach to personality assessment. Likewise, Shipman et al. (Note 6)
found in their intensive case study examination of low-income, Black
children that a given aspect of individual functioning must be evaluated
in relation to other aspects and in the environmental conditions in
which the child was living. She too argued for a multidimensional
assessment of individuals and their environments in future studies,
since for different children, different clusters of variables appear to
be differentially important at different points in time (see also Sigel,
1972).

Structure-function versus antecedent-consequent. In the mechanistic
model, analyses focus on antecedent-consequent relations or causes and
effects. The organismic model focuses on the relationship between the
operation of structures and functions. In the former, the locus of the critical aspect of developmental dynamic is external; the organism changes in response to external forces. In the latter, the locus is internal to the organism, as structures within the organism change (Loof, 1973).

In discussing meaning in evaluation, Messick (1975) argued: "The major point is that in evaluating the efficacy of programs it is not sufficient simply to gauge the size of effects or to appraise input-output differences relative to costs. In addition, one should seek evidence about the nature and meaning of the processes that produced the effects, for an understanding of these instrumentalities is necessary for a full and proper judgment of the value of the outcome" (p. 963). A critical aspect of this distinction in the organismic model is that qualitatively different structures, processes, or modes of operation may result in the same behavioral achievements. The conception of multiple pathways to similar observed behavior is a key feature of a qualitative growth model (Riegel, 1972).

A related value assumption is that some structures are "higher order" than others, even though each may lead to the same behavior. In his critical remarks about the evaluation of preschool interventions, Glick (1968) pointed to the importance of making distinctions between behavioral achievement and the processes or structures underlying the achievement. He argued: "It is not enough to simply demonstrate that criterion performance (that is, achievements) increase with age or are changed by intervention. What is necessary in order to make any argument which is basic to developmental questions is to show that the processes underlying the achievement have in fact been shifted to a higher
developmental level" (p. 218). Glick suggested that the study of processes underlying behavioral achievement could focus on transferability of behavior and on analysis of patterns of responses in given situations.

One implication of the structure-function/antecedent-consequent distinction is a shift away from a preoccupation with criterion performance or outcomes to a concern with the processes underlying performance. This shift can also be characterized as a move from quantitative models to qualitative models of development, and a concern with the transformational characteristics of developmental change (Wohlwill, 1973).

The distinction between behavioral achievement and structures is further highlighted in examinations of the relationship between psychometric and Piagetian assessments of intelligence. DeVries and Kohlberg (1977) note that the psychometric conception of intelligence is based on the assumption that assessment can be based on the number of right answers the child gives relative to other children of the same chronological age, i.e., their position on the normal curve. In contrast, a Piagetian conception views intelligence in terms of an individual's place in a universal, invariant sequence of development, through which individuals pass at different rates. Assessment includes not only "right" answers, but the analysis of "wrong" answers and children's reasoning behind their answers.

Piaget (Evans, 1973, cited in DeVries & Kohlberg, 1977) has contended that intelligence tests measure performance and do not get at internal structures or operations. DeVries and Kohlberg (1977) studied the empirical relationship between psychometric and Piagetian tests of intelligence. Their results indicated that Piagetian, developmental stage tests measure something in common with and are also distinguishable
from psychometric tests of primary mental abilities. DeVries (1974) found that while Piagetian, IQ, and achievement tests overlapped to some degree, they each measured qualitatively different aspects of cognitive functioning.

These studies indicate that the distinction between performance and structures or processes is a useful one for the evaluation of early childhood programs. Performance is typically measured by IQ and achievement tests, and their predictive validity in terms of life success has been questioned (Kohlberg & Mayer, 1973; McClelland, 1973; Sigel, 1972). The failure to make a distinction between performance and structure is a critical one if the purposes of early childhood programs are really aimed at optimal human development, rather than increased school achievement (Kohlberg & Mayer, 1973).

The Nature of Developmental Change

The nature of developmental change and how that change occurs are assumptions (Overton & Reese, 1973; Reese & Overton, 1970) which can also be related to the evaluation of early childhood programs. These assumptions include whether change is conceptualized as behavioral versus structural, or continuous versus discontinuous. Additional assumptions are whether change occurs by unidirectionality causality versus reciprocal causality or linear causality versus organized complexity.

The nature of behavioral versus structural change. In the mechanistic model, it is behavior or responses that change over time. In the organismic model, inferred structures and functions change over time. In the former model, change is determined by efficient or material causes; in the latter, change occurs in the structure or organization and functions as development moves toward a goal or purpose.
Glick (1968) argued that the distinction between the performance of an act and the capability to perform that act has profound consequences for the assessment of children's development in programs. We cannot infer from changes in performance, such as an intelligence test, that the underlying cognitive structure or ability has changed. Zigler and Butterfield (1968) demonstrated that the Binet scores for low-income children varied by a mean of 10 points depending upon whether the child was tested under standard testing conditions or under conditions designed to make the child comfortable and thus to obtain his optimal level of performance. Zigler and Butterfield compared standard and optimal forms of IQ testing on children prior to entering a preschool program and seven months later. They found that while tested IQ showed a rise during the year, optimal IQ scores did not. Other researchers have also pointed to the importance of the distinction between performance in the standardized testing situation and the child's capacity to perform in other situations (Cazden, 1970; Cicourel, et al., 1974; McClelland, 1973; Murphy, 1973; Shapiro, 1973). Accordingly, the focus of attention moves from "gains" in scores to the underlying structures.

Continuous versus discontinuous change. Integrally related to the behavioral change-structural change dimension is whether developmental change is continuous or discontinuous. Mechanistic models are characterized by notions of continuous, additive, linear change. Organismic models assume discontinuity in development. (Looft (1973) notes that continuity is part of an organismic approach in a derivative sense.) Since change in the organization of parts results in an emergent system, change cannot be predicted from knowledge of the parts.
Unidirectional causality versus reciprocal causality. Reese and Overton (1973) distinguish between unidirectional causality in which the effect is dependent upon some external cause versus reciprocal causality in which both the environment and the organism affect each other in an ongoing manner.

Linear causality versus organized complexity. A mechanistic model assumes there is a linear relationship between a cause and an effect, individual causes are additive in their effects, and that causation is unidirectional. However, a developmental perspective takes as its explanation the idea of organized complexity, that is, changes in the organization of the parts. In light of reciprocal causality and organized complexity, explanation of developmental change is not possible in terms of efficient or material causes. What might facilitate development in one person may not operate similarly for another. The idea of organized complexity is also inclusive of cultural, socioeconomic, and regional differences in development.

Sigel (1972) described change as organized complexity resulting from preschool intervention programs. The child is composed of a variety of subsystems (perceptual, cognitive, emotional, etc.) whose relationships to each other vary over time. Change in one subsystem is related to changes in others. Sigel noted that even though development is overall a cumulative process, "the cumulative effect may express itself in various effects at different times" (p. 369). The distinctions regarding the nature of developmental change have profound implications for the evaluation of early education programs. Evaluation of early childhood programs, almost without exception, exhibit a unidirectional bias in which the program is viewed as the "treatment" which causes some change
in the child. This unidirectional bias is often reflected in discussions of the "predictive validity" of a program. The complexities involved in such prediction are highlighted by Shipman et al. (Note 6) who caution that "the prediction of a child's achievement from early indices of the home environment should not be interpreted to mean that these predictors necessarily determine the child's achievement. Families, children, and schools can and do change, with corresponding change in the nature of their interactions, and such change can be facilitative or harmful" (pp. 48-49; see Sigel (1972) for a similar argument).

If one takes a developmental perspective, there is much less concern with prediction of later behavior, given multiple, interacting, and conflicting influences on behavior. Based on her own longitudinal studies (Murphy, 1962) and those at the Institute of Human Development (Jones, Bayley, Macfarlane, & Honzik, 1971), Murphy (1973) stated, "To a large extent, each child's development is a mystery story whose outcome we cannot really predict" (p. 344). Jones et al. (1971), in their studies of the physical, mental, emotional, and social development of individuals, point to the difficulty in predicting in these areas; and stress the individuality and plasticity of growth patterns. In a recent publication based on the Berkeley Growth Study data, McCall, Eichorn, and Hogarty (1977), conceptualized change in mental development as reflecting periods of instability of individual differences and/or discontinuities in developmental function across age. The emphasis of their study was on locating and describing developmental change and transition, not continuity and stability.

The best, and perhaps only, example of the complexities involved in prediction from preschool intervention programs is the Shipman et al.
case studies of low-income Black children who were participating in the ETS-Head Start longitudinal study. Given the dynamic interrelations among physical, affective, social, and cognitive development, Shipman and her colleagues concluded it is extremely difficult to predict whether a child who is doing well in Head Start will continue to do so in his later elementary school years, or whether a child who is doing badly will continue to have problems in later life. The Shipman et al. conclusions are supported by those of other longitudinal studies (Murphy, 1962; Jones et al, 1971). Given the complexities involved, a developmental perspective to evaluation needs to be reoriented toward description and understanding (Strike, 1972) and toward concurrent, contemporary validity (McCall, 1977) rather than prediction. McCall's distinction between the continuity/discontinuity of developmental functions and the stability/instability of individual differences requires closer attention in longitudinal studies.

The evaluation of early childhood programs could benefit from a reciprocal causation perspective in which both children and their environments are viewed as changing over time (Riegel, 1972; Sameroff, 1975). S. White (Kilmer & Weinberg, 1974) argued for a conceptualization of the child as capable of making "multiple cognitive adaptations to (a variety of) contextual specific demands" (p. 61). A reciprocal causality approach is suggested by Shapiro's (1973) discussion of how children in early education programs "construct" their own curriculum within the program. Through the child's own activity and interpretation, a different "treatment" can be said to exist for different children in the program, resulting in a variety of outcomes for different children (Zimiles, 1977).
Implications for assessing program effectiveness. A developmental perspective to evaluation accepts the idea that there are serious limitations to proving the "effectiveness" of early childhood programs. Furthermore, this perspective rejects an efficient cause approach to studying program impact. There are other difficulties in proving that our programs are effective (McCall, 1977). Most of the evaluation studies are correlational and causality cannot be inferred. Even in those projects which are experimental and under more strict control and monitoring than the majority of programs, other limitations are present. There are multiple pathways to any observed outcome. Just because we are able to demonstrate that a program was effective in terms of certain outcomes, we cannot prove that the results were due to the program per se. Positive results, based on one program, also cannot be generalized to other programs in other communities (Cronbach, 1974). One example is the recent publication of the much sought-after, positive results of infant and preschool intervention projects (Lazar, et al., 1977). The findings were based on 14 experimental programs with "deliberate cognitive curricula" (Lazar et al., 1977, p. 2). Many of the programs were university-based and small in scale, and received closer control and supervision than most early childhood programs.

Another challenge to generalizability of program effects has been raised by House and his colleagues in their critique of the Abt Associates' evaluation of Planned Variation Follow Through. House, Glass, McLean, and Walker (1978) stressed the importance of "local individuality" (p. 474), meaning that models that worked well in one community worked poorly in another. They argued that local setting variables (individual teachers, schools, neighborhoods, homes) had more effect on achievement than did the labelled models.
These reservations will raise the wrath of some of my colleagues who will undoubtedly accuse me of joining the ranks of Jensen, Herrnstein, Eysenck, and others who do not have much faith in the results of Headstart and other early childhood programs. I will probably be accused of making statements detrimental to the future funding of early childhood programs just when we appear to have evidence of long-term effects. Hence, these comments are made with uncertainty and regret. There is, however, a hopeful side to my observations. A developmental perspective to evaluation with its dimensions of reciprocal causality and organized complexity discussed earlier suggests that the search for long-term effects of programs is illusionary. In the linear-unidirectional causation model, the preschool intervention program, often conceived of as the "treatment," is assumed to affect a child's development as a significant main effect and have persistent effects later in the child's life. Koocher and Broskowski (1977) have labeled this mode of thinking as "the single-input fallacy" (p. 584). Assessment of program impact must take into account multiple and competing influences on the child during the program and in the period of time after the program ends and the follow-up study begins. When the child is in the program and in the intervening years, she is exposed to multiple socializing influences, many of which we are not able to (and possibly should not) control. Concerns over "fadeout" or maintenance of "gains" are considerably diminished.

I am aware that committed advocates of early childhood programs strongly believe that they must demonstrate the long-term effectiveness of preschool intervention (often without knowing how programs function and why effects are observed) before public monies will flow again. But I would argue as advocates for young children, we have gotten ourselves
in a peculiar situation. We are not in a position from a research and an evaluation stance to demonstrate the long-term effectiveness of any early childhood program. The presumed demands of the policy makers outstrip the state of the art in methods, instruments, and resources (Zimiles, 1977). Yet we persist in doing so, because we think that is the kind of information policy makers want. Perhaps this question reflects my limited experience and naivete, but why do we try to build up expectations that we know will go unmet? Why not say we cannot at present demonstrate effectiveness, and that we should have programs for children for certain desirable social goals and values, and not because the evaluations say we should? Perhaps part of the answer lies in the tendency of American social scientists to believe that the demonstration of the effectiveness of social programs is imminently possible and that policy decisions will be made in a rational, systematic manner (Sarason, 1978).

We should take cognizance of the conclusions of a number of contributors to C. Weiss' (1977) volume Using Social Research in Public Policy Making that evaluation findings remain only one source of information for decision makers. Ethical, legal, economic, and political considerations are also important factors in decision making. Datta's (1976) detailed account of the impact of the Westinghouse/Ohio evaluation on the development of Head Start confirms the importance of these factors and their complex, often unpredictable interrelationships.

Preliminaries to a developmental perspective to evaluation. Ross and Cronbach (1976) state that "what epistemological stance, what view of the political system, or what assumptions about the purposes of evaluation lead to each of the divergent positions taken by evaluators,
researchers, and decision makers..." (p. 19). The epistemological stance has already been discussed in the presentations of alternative models of development. What is being proposed here is a rationale for working toward a developmental perspective, which represents a closer match between evaluation strategies and the phenomena under study. I am not yet ready to present this perspective in great detail at this point, but will share some of my thoughts-in-formation. In this section, views of the political system and assumptions about the purposes of evaluation enter into a rationale for a developmental perspective to evaluation of early childhood programs. In all my considerations, I have been guided by Albert Einstein's statement: "A perfection of means and confusion of aims seems to be our main problem."

What Are the Purposes of an Early Childhood Evaluation?

The question of the purposes of an evaluation is critical because purposes shape the design, instrumentation, and interpretation of an evaluation (Messick, 1975). If, for example, the purpose of an early childhood program is to increase school achievement and IQ test scores, then an evaluation may be designed to assess them easily. However, a number of early educators have argued that increases in school achievement and in performance on IQ tests are not the purpose of early childhood programs (Kamii, 1973), particularly of programs that are not aimed toward achievement in the school-sense (Kohlberg & Mayer, 1973). Hence, standardized tests are not appropriate.

From the models of development presented in the previous section, it follows that a developmental perspective to evaluation is not primarily concerned with achievement data. On the contrary, the purposes of evaluation of early childhood programs are directed toward involving the
participants, including the evaluators, in understanding program development, adult (staff and parent) development, and child development. Evaluation is directed toward enabling all involved in the program to reflect critically about what is happening (Carini, 1975; Eisner, 1977; Cronbach, 1974; Partlett & Hamilton, 1976). Thus evaluation is geared toward providing feedback about the program to the staff and other audiences in terms that are comprehensible and which lead to more sound practices. The most important criterion against which an evaluation is judged is its utility, or the extent to which the evaluation results in program improvement and child development.

A related criterion for an evaluation is the degree to which it enhances the development of all participants and their dignity as human beings (Sjoberg, 1975; Tyler, 1978). Thus, considerable attention should be focused on how evaluation is actually practiced and how it affects the participants' self-esteem (Report of the Task Force on Testing and Assessment of Children, 1976; Tyler, 1978).

A developmental perspective to the evaluation of programs is compatible with more formative modes of evaluation and with an "extended" view of evaluation described by Ross and Cronbach (1976). Evaluation is seen as a continuing part of program management and planning. This view is also consistent with Public Law (PL) 94-63 of the Community Mental Health Centers (CMHC) Amendments of 1975 (Davis, Windle, & Sharfstein, 1977; Guidelines for Program Evaluation in CMHCs, 1977) which obligates federally funded community mental health centers to conduct program evaluations on an ongoing basis to improve services and to be more responsive to clients. The evaluator is part of the program; she studies what was delivered and how people interacted during the program.
evaluator functions as a naturalistic observer whose inquiry grows out of his/her observations. These strategies are also compatible with a qualitative approach to evaluation (Eisner, 1977; Hamilton et al., 1977; Stake, 1967; Wilson, 1977; Willis, 1978; Wolf & Tymitz, 1977; Campbell, Note 1).

A developmental perspective to the evaluation of programs. In evaluations based on the experimental paradigm, programs are "treatments" which are assumed to be similar across sites and which can be replicated in other sites. This conceptualization of programs is based on the ideal of generalizable knowledge (Cronbach, 1975). However, large-scale evaluations of early childhood programs indicate that the assumption that programs can be treated as a set of unitary variables is questionable. House, Glass, McLean and Walker (1978) point to local setting variables as more important in determining achievement scores than the labelled program models in Project Follow Through.

An alternative conceptualization is programs-as-cultural systems (in contrast to programs-as-treatments) with histories, traditions, and values. The anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1973) has aptly expressed the distinction I am making: "The concept of culture I espouse... is essentially a semiotic one. Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search of law but an interpretative one in search of meaning" (p. 5). Of central interest in evaluations of programs would be how children and adults structure meaning out of their experiences and create the daily routine of program life (see, for example; Mehan, 1978). It is understood that in any program there will be multiple

A developmental perspective is also concerned with the study of programs and classroom environments in terms of their change over time. Guttentag (1977) articulated this idea: "Given the nature of most social programs, it is not realistic to presume that they can be kept the same over time . . . . When evaluators act as though the program was indeed unchanging over time, it is nearly always a fiction. Results based on such seemingly 'unchanging' programs are hard to believe, and may lead to false inferences" (p. 19).

Most studies of classroom environments assume that they do not change over time, such as the school year. However, people who are involved with early childhood programs know that there are forces for change—both improvement and regression. Programs rarely remain static entities. For example, in Weikart's (1972) Ypsilanti Project, there was continuous opportunity for improvement and change in what teachers were doing in their classrooms. A developmental perspective is sensitive to
important to the provision of early childhood programs and should be systematically examined in future evaluations.

Katz (1971; 1973; 1977) has outlined some problems in the sociology of early childhood education which take into account the social and political context in which early childhood educators work. The effects of mandated, often shifting program requirements, and the conditions of the work place, particularly the special problems involved in working with young children (Katz, 1971; 1977) should be examined in evaluations. Developmental stages of preschool teachers (Katz, 1972) might be applied to looking at staff development in programs. Weikart (1972) argued that teacher motivation, supervision, and resourcefulness appear to be particularly important in program operations. He argued that any project must have an effective staff model which includes high intensity of planning and supervision.

Another potential area for evaluation is how early educators accept and use developmental theories and research, and curriculum and instructional materials. This kind of examination challenges the taken-for-granted assumption that research can provide suggestions how to teach by the translation of child development research into curriculum (Katz, 1973). Jackson and Kieslar (1977) have effectively challenged this linear approach to the relation between research and practice. They
early educators is important in understanding how programs develop over time, and is an important component of qualitative evaluations of educational innovations (Magoun, 1977).

A developmental perspective to evaluation would also focus seriously on understanding parental and family development in early childhood programs. Reviews of the effects of intervention programs identify the importance of the mother's teaching style and attitudes, and her role in "maintaining gains" of the programs (Bronfenbrenner, 1973; Shipman et al., 1976). Sigel (1972) pointed to the importance of considering changes in the child as a result of the program in relation to changes in the behavior and attitudes of the parents. Mothers are reported to go back to work and school and to be involved in community life as a result of their children's participation in the program. Yet our knowledge of the relationships between early childhood programs and parental and family development remains supplemental in most evaluations, often treated as anecdotal asides (see, however, Falender & Heber, 1975; Slaughter, Note 7).

Evaluations in this area should not focus solely on parental behavior vis-a-vis the child, but also on parents as persons with their own needs and interests. Research on parenthood as a developmental stage (Benedek, 1959; Leifer, 1977) provides some concepts for examining the adaptations
A developmental perspective to assessing children. It is striking that in the many evaluations of early childhood programs, many of which are in operation for the same children over a number of years, that we know very little about how individual children develop in these programs. Although staff talk a great deal about how individual children develop in their programs, we have few descriptive, longitudinal records of assessment of change over age within individuals. There are two reasons why more attention should be placed on the child as the unit of analysis. If one of the goals of early childhood programs is to enhance the child's life chances, then the individual is the appropriate unit of analysis. Furthermore, in longitudinal studies, the only unit that has continuity over time is the individual child (Haney, Note 2). There is a great need for individual developmental histories of children in programs like those constructed in the Berkeley Growth Studies (Jones, Bayley, Macfarlane, & Honzik, 1971) and Murphy's (1962) studies of the Topeka children. Shipman et al. (Note 6) intensive case studies from the ETS-Head Start longitudinal sample augur well for the future. The importance of longitudinal studies has been identified by many workers in the field (Lazar et al., 1977; Shipman, 1976; Sigel, Secrist, & Forman, 1972; Shipman, et al., Note 6). However, fundamental problems of how development and change will be conceptualized in these longitudinal
longitudinal studies are relatively rare and remain an underdeveloped field both in conceptualization and methodology (McCall, 1977; Wohlhill, 1973).

Whom Shall the Evaluation Serve?

Related to the question of the purposes of an evaluation is the issue of whom the evaluation should serve. Sjoberg (1975) charged that evaluators usually align themselves with the powerful or dominant groups in the system and accept these groups' definitions of program goals and desired outcomes. Thus evaluation serves several functions including reform, manipulation, and sustaining power or structural relations. Sjoberg argues for a countersystem role in which the evaluator works with the less powerful in the system. In a similar vein, House argues for justice-as-fairness as an important standard for evaluation. "By the second principle (of justice), social and economic inequalities must benefit the least advantaged in the long run. The educationally least advantaged within most settings are the children first and the teachers second. The evaluator should strive to present their views and perspectives" (p. 97).

In early childhood programs, staff and parents have a particular stake in the program and its services. They are the individuals who are actively involved in implementing the program. If evaluation is to have utility, these individuals must be participants in the process.8 An
and support individual rights, facilitate growth and enhance dignity" (p. 17). Its "Statement of Rights" for children, parents, and staff can be found in Appendix I.

It should be clear by now that my bias in arguing for a developmental perspective is that the sole purpose of evaluation is not oriented toward judgment of the effectiveness or efficiency of a program or toward the perceived needs of public policy makers for quantitative, "hard" data based on large samples of children. In fact, serious challenges have been raised about the evaluator's assumption that evaluations provide information for decision makers (Weiss, 1977; Wise, Note 9). Others have pointed to the limitations of large-scale survey research for policy making (Mehan, 1978). Findings from large-scale studies are probabilistic and do not apply to particular programs. They rarely reveal much about the processes which create and maintain programs, and hence are limited in identifying specific actions for change. Finally, since the findings are abstract rather than concrete, motivating staff concern for improvement is understandably difficult.

The purposes of evaluation are based on House's (1976) notions of justice in evaluation and are oriented toward program development and serving needs of the staff and children, not primarily the bureaucratic and funding agencies. These purposes also reflect changing conceptions and diversification of evaluation activity in the '70s toward program
inquiry. We have many more options in evaluating early childhood programs than we are currently utilizing (Perrone, Cohen, & Martin, Note 5). Explorations of alternatives will allow us to see new problems, invent new methods, and to understand our programs in ways that better fit our experiences of the complexities of program life and of adult and child development.

Constraints on a Developmental Perspective

An argument for a developmental perspective to evaluation of early childhood programs has been presented. There are, however, a number of constraints on the further development of this perspective. One major constraint is that research in child development has itself neglected a developmental orientation (McCall, 1977; Wohlwill, 1973). Furthermore, there has been an emphasis on concepts of stability, continuity, and equilibrium over those of instability, discontinuity, and change in longitudinal research (Riegel, 1972; 1976; McCall, Eichorn, & Hogarty, 1977; Wohlwill, 1973). Thus, a conceptual and methodological base for a developmental perspective is underdeveloped.

Another critical constraint is that a developmental perspective to evaluation represents assumptions and ideologies which are gaining ascendance, but which are still overshadowed by what have been variously called quantitative or experimental approaches to evaluation. This paper posited earlier that paradigms of evaluation represent views of reality and the selection of one over another is a matter of values.
Levine (1974), among others, observes that science is socially constructed by a community: "Science is what scientists feel comfortable in recommending to others as principles through which the world may be manipulated, predicted, or understood. Science is what scientists say it is at any given point in time. Science is what scientists feel comfortable in writing about in articles and in textbooks" (p. 669).

Developmental perspectives to evaluation which are akin to qualitative, ethnographic, and naturalistic approaches to evaluation are weak in comparison to the dominant model; lack a strong and sizable community of committed workers, and suffer from the lack of legitimation. Strategies for creating parity and tolerance are needed simultaneously with further work on a developmental perspective. Messick (1975) offers Churchman's proposals for the study of systems of inquiry that can aid in the exposure of the implicit value assumptions in research strategies. Levine (1974) suggests an adversary model. Meanwhile, one constraint on the further development of a developmental perspective is the dominance of the experimental and psychometric models.

But there is an even more troublesome constraint related to complex issues in the ethics of evaluation studies. Evaluations that aim at the intensive documentation of program life and at the interpretative understandings of the participants may be too revealing. These evaluations may unmask the protective myths surrounding early childhood programs. Quantitative methods, by their very nature, do not have the potential of
Given these very significant and powerful constraints, individuals who are involved in the evaluation of early childhood programs face a major reconsideration of their purposes and methods. Moving toward a developmental perspective calls for a reorientation in many of the ways evaluation is currently practiced and supported. In this paper, I have aspired to lay the groundwork for an evaluation model that is grounded in knowledge of the traditions, problems, and practicing realities of early childhood programs and which in all its considerations places ideas of development as the center of inquiry. In reflecting on the need for and future work on a developmental perspective, I am encouraged by John Tukey's observation: "Far better an approximate answer to the right question, which is often vague, than an exact answer to the wrong questions, which can always be made precise" (cited in Rose, 1977, p. 23).
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Footnotes

1A version of this paper was presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Toronto, Canada, March 28, 1978.

2Economic and political ideologies have influenced the concept of development in American developmental psychology (Riegel, 1972). Riegel contended that quantitative models are associated with the "capitalistic" orientation of the Anglo-American countries, and represent continuous growth models in which all individuals are evaluated against single standards. The "mercentalist-socialistic" orientation of the European continent is represented by qualitative models which focus on the organization and structure of experiences and which evaluate individuals according to multiple standards. Detailed analyses of the ideological and philosophical underpinnings of models of development have been described elsewhere (Riegel, 1972; Kvale, 1973, 1976) and will not be covered here.

3Pinar's (1978) essay on currere, the analysis of the individual's lived experience of a curriculum, richly expands on the ideas expressed here.

4For an excellent and detailed discussion of this research, see Mehan (1978), pp. 49-56.

5A problem worthy of careful consideration is what kinds of information policy makers want about early childhood programs. The focus on child outcomes, specifically measured by intelligence and
other early intervention programs) are based solely on cognitive outcomes. However, there is considerable agreement that Head Start "works" in areas related to health screening and treatment, nutrition, and parent and community participation. Head Start serves as a potential model for the coordination of child and family services. This coordination of services was, in fact, a major thrust of its original mission (Datta, 1976).

6For an extended discussion of this point, see Stake (1978).

7Existing laws (PL 94-142 and PL 93-380) require that certain programs determine their impact on individual children. According to PL 94-142, teachers must evaluate the child's progress according to the Individualized Educational Plan (IEP).

8I recognize that young children must also be considered as participants in evaluations, but am not ready to deal with this problem in depth at this time.

9For an excellent, integrative review of declining faith in mainstream social science, see Skinner (1978).
APPENDIX I

V. CONCLUSION

This Task Force has considered a range of issues regarding assessment: need, process, use, and impact, in the body of this paper. In reviewing the need for assessment, the Task Force recognizes that assessment of specific developmental processes in young children is an established and necessary practice. The challenge for those who work with children is to utilize assessment methods which recognize and support individual rights, facilitate growth, and enhance dignity.

After exploring the process and use of assessment, the Task Force has agreed that there is a wide variation in the quality of assessment methods available for use with young children. Therefore, care must be taken in the selection of instruments and assessors, in order to provide useful information for planning educational opportunities.

Finally, the Task Force recognizes that the effect of the assessment process on a child's family is a critically important factor, and must be taken into consideration at each step in that process. The Task Force members have seriously studied these issues, and as a result of their efforts, have developed a Statement of Rights for children, parents, and staff as the blueprint for implementation in any program serving young children and their families. Although parents and staff fulfill the role of advocates for children's rights, they also have rights in this regard.

This Task Force recommends that all programs for young children adopt the following Statement of Rights:

Rights of the Child

A child has the right to be different, and to be accepted as such. Differences in individual children should be approached in a positive, meaningful way so they may function to their fullest capacity in a pluralistic society.

A child has the right to be assessed, and as a result through an assessment, to be provided with a quality developmental program.

A child has the right to be tested under optimal conditions in a non-threatening environment by a person sensitive to children.
A child has the right to be assessed with a nonbiased instrument by a person who speaks the language in which the child is most fluent.

A child who scores differently from the norm on any given test or assessment has the right not to be labeled.

A child has the right to have his/her observable behavior recorded in functionally descriptive terms rather than in generalized terminology (labeling).

A child has the right to have the results of assessments kept confidential, and the records kept in a locked file. A child's records shall only be made accessible to the child's parents and other authorized persons.

**Rights of Parents**

Parents have the right that their child receive an overall assessment which includes information obtained from health examinations, classroom observations, parent conferences, and home visits.

Parents have the right to be informed of the purpose of the assessment, and of the instrument(s) to be used in assessing their child.

Parents have the right to give or withhold permission to have their child assessed, and to challenge the content of written records.

Parents have the right to be involved in the total assessment process.

Parents have a right to give input into the overall assessment of their child and provide the person(s) doing the assessment with their views and observations of the behavior, development, and activities of their child.

Parents have the right to be informed about the assessment results, and to have conferences with appropriate staff regarding interpretation of the results and for program planning.

Parents have a right, at their request, to a written summary of a conference following the assessment.

Parents have the right to confidentiality of all information obtained by the assessor.

Parents have rights regarding the releasing of assessment results to other agencies or public schools. Unless they have given permission, the assessment information shall not be forwarded.

Parents have the right to be treated with consideration and sensitivity regarding the psychological and social impact effects that assessment
Rights of Staff

The teaching staff has the right to not be overburdened by the assessment process and recordkeeping to the extent that it interferes with their primary teaching function. It should be recognized, however, that making and recording observations of children are an integral part of teaching.

Staff has the right to give input into the selection and appropriateness of assessment instruments (for both group and individual use), and to understand the relevance of the assessment results to the overall program.

Staff has the right to request and receive proper instruction and training in the use of the assessment instrument and consultation in the interpretation of the results.

Staff has the right to receive information, in advance of the time, methods, persons involved, and space to be used when assessment activities will be conducted.

Staff has the right to object to the use of a specific instrument which in their professional opinion, goes contrary to good child development principles.

Staff has the right to receive timely feedback after the assessment has been completed.
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